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Miyara: A Transformational Account of Some Japanese Genitives

A TRANSFORMATIONAL ACCOUNT OF SOME JAPANESE GENITIVES

Shinsho Miyara

0.

Introduction

This paper is an investigation of a limited set of Japanese genitive
formations, i.e. cases·of genitivized fonns derived from predicate,
possessive, and locative nominals. The genitivized form consists of a i'lP
plus the genitive particle no, which wjll be named the 'genitive form' or
simply •genitive'. I shallca11 the genitive construction any complex NP
that contains one or more genitive forms plus a noun, e.g. [NPNP-no 1iP-no ... NP].
Let us first examine two examples of the genitive construction. The
genitive forms are John-no John s Bill-no Bill s and sensoo syuuketu-no
'of war-ending' in (1).
1

(l}

a.

b.

1

1

1

,

1

1

,

[NPJohn-no kuruma]-wa saisingata da. 1
Gen car Top brand-new be
'John's car is brand-new.'
(NPBill-no sensoo syuuketu-no teisyoo]
-wa zigi-o
Gen war
ending Gen proposition Top timely
-ete i ru .
be-Pres
1
Bill 1 s proposal of ending the war is timely.•

The genitive particle no is generally said to have a possessive meaning,
as it clearly does in the genitive form John-no of (la). However, in (lb)
some other meanings of no can be derived from grammatical relations of the
irnnediately preceding nouns. This is obvious from the fact that (lb) is
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paraphrasable by (2):
(2)

[up[ Bill ga sensoo syuuketu o teisyoo

sita] koto]
Sub war ending Obj propose do-Past ·comp
-wa zigi-o-ete i-ru.
Top timely
be-Pres
'It is timely that Bill proposed that the w~r should end.'
5

I

In (lb)l and (2), we may identify a fundamental gra11111at4cal ,relation, subject,
between'' the nominal verb teisy,QQ_ 'propose' and the preceding noun Bill or
direct object between the same verb and the preceding noun ,sensoo syuuketu
•war-ending'. Since no in the genitive forms Bill-no and sensoo s~uuketu-no
of (lLHno longer has a possessive meaning, it 1s impossible to assign a
unique ~emantic property to the genitive particle !!.2..· ·
Genitive forms can derive from noun phrases with var1ous fundamental

gralTTllatical relations, as in.{l), so that the notion 1 genitivization 1 should

be treated as a neutralization of these grammatical relations. It is thus
assumed , that the rule Genitivization (abbreviated as GEN) inserts the genitive
particle no among contiguous NPs within a larger NP. 2 .
In the proper underlying representation of the c6mplex NP of (lb),
tile surface form NP-no NP-no r~ominal Vero should somehow maintain the so-called
subject~verb and object-verb relat1onsh1ps which are f~ndamenta1 relations
in a S. , A rather weak version of the association of these,gramatical
functions is seen in Chomsky (1970), in which the comTion strict subcate.9.orization feature for_the 'head' lexical category of the dominating phrases N and V,
e.g. teisyoo, +[N ], is attained by accretion to the recursive element of
the base, i.e. NTn addition to S, thus enlarging the domain of the cyclic
application of transforniations. For examp.i e, if the internal structure
of the Japanese genitive construction of (lb) were much like those of
English, derived nominalss it would be of the form (3): ·
.

(3)
[+def, ~]
1
~; 11

""'
N

I

sensoo syuuketu

I

teisyoo

In (3). :- GEN inserting the genitive particle no takes place inmediately
after N, and Bil 1 and sensoo syuuketu turn out Bi 11-no and sensoo syuuketu-no,
respectively.
What I want to investigate in this paper, however, is not the lexica1ist
nypothesis but the transformationalist hypothesis, which I believe is correct
for a limited set of genitive forms.. Such genitives are from predicate,
possessive. and locative nominals; they will oe derived from sentences
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containing the copula and existentials that are embedded as relative
clauses.
1. Copula Insertion
The view of genitive fonns being derived from copula sentences in
the underlying forms of relative clauses entails a relative clause reduction
process. That is, the copula is deleted from the relative clause together
with some auxiliary elements. In this section, I shall shO'il that either
the copula-insertion or the copula-deletion is meaning-preserving, and
discuss which one is sup~rior to the other in explaining the phenomenon
we are concerned with.
Lakoff (1970) has discussed the fact that auxiliary verbs are different
from 'true' verbs. The auxiliary verb be is predictable before adjectives
or predicate nominals and do before true verbs in negative or interrogative
sentences. Both auxiliary verbs serve only to carry tense, person, and
number. Lakoff has shown that if the above syntactic fact were correctly
reflected in a grammar - that is, if the predictable copula is transformationally introduced - this would play a major role in contributing to
the linguistically significant generalization that adjectives and true verbs
belong to the same major category V. Although his arguments are tenuoust
it is true in Japanese as well that the copula is predictable before
predicate nominals and functions as a carrier of tense.
Furthennore. Bach (1967) proposes that the copula have no selectional
restrictions in itself and no 1 1exica1 1 meaning at all. In {4a) below, the
subject noun John is a member of the class 9akusei 'student', which is
a predicate nominal. In (4b). however, both subject nouns and predicate
nominals indicate classes; .the class kuzira 1 whale 1 is included in the
larger class honyuurui 'mammal 1. The subject noun kare 'he' in (4c) is
identified with the predicate nominal tensai 'genius'iind in (4b), the
predicate nominal yotuasi 'four-legged' is a property assigned to the
subject noun inu 1 dog 1 •
(4)

a. John wa gakusei de ar-u.
Top student Prdc Cop-Pres
'John is a student."
b. kuzira wa honyuurui de ar-u
Prdc Cop-Pres
whale Top mammal
'Whales are manmals.r
c. kare wa tensai de ar-u.
he Top genius Prdc Cop-Pres
1
He is a genius.'
de ar-u
d. inu wa yotuasi
dog Top four-legged Prdc Cop-Pres
'Dogs are four-legged. 1
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These logical relations - class membership, class inclusion, identity, and
property assignment - are detennined solely by the meaning relations between
subject nouns and predicate nominals and have no bearing on the copula.
It.might be that the copula ar never contributes to the meanings of the
copula sentences in (4}, andas with the English auxiliary be or do,
it serves as a carrier of tense. One may then suspect that the copula
should not be necessarily present in the underlying structure. Since it
has no distinct lexical meaning, all copula-insertion ,transfonnations qualify
as meaning-preserving.
The treatment of the copula as being introduced by transformation is
tantamount to saying that there are a bunch of sentences with 'verb'-less
underlying structures in language, since it would not ibe difficult to find
copula sentences, cleft sentences, pseudo-cleft sentences, and their
equivalents in his language. , But whether this view brings, any theoretical
consequences has not been known yet. The copula-insertion rule must be
obligatory, because any copula sentence that does not contain the copula
is unacceptable as an independent sentence. Therefore, in the event the
copula, together with some auxiliary elements, is deleted in the relative
clause; as in relative clause reduction, the copula is first transformationally
introduced and then must be deleted by transformation on the next cycl e.
For the sake of economy in a theory of grarrmar, this i~ not desirable.
For these reasons, I take the position that the copula is present in the
underlying structure and is meaning-preservingly deleted by a transfonnati on,
copula deletion (abbreviated as COP DEL), if necessary.
2. Genitives from Predicate Nominals 3

In the following examples of complex NPs, each pair is synonymous. 1
In the {a)-series of the complex NPs
the genitivized noun gakusei 1 student ,
1
1
1
honyuurui manrna1, tensai genius , and yotuasi 1 four-legged 1 manifest
class membership, class inclusion, identity, and property assignment,
respectively. The same thing is true for the corresponding nouns in the
relative clauses in the (b)-series.4
(5)

a. gakusei-no John
student-Gen

(6)

a.

student Prdc Cop-Pres
'John, who is a student, . .• •
honyuurui-no kuzira
mamrna 1-Gen

whale

(honyuurui de ar-u) kuzira
mammal
Prdc Cop-Pres
Whales 1 which are mammals, ••. •
(7) a. tensai-no kare
genius-Gen he
b. (tensai de ar-u) kare
genius Prdc Cop-Pres he
'He, v1ho is a genius, ... '
b.

1
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(8)

a. yotuasi-no
· i nu
four-legged-Gen dog
b. (yotuas i
de ar-u)
inu
four-legged Prdc Cop-Pres dog
'Dogs, which are four-legged, ..• I

Since the logical relations expressed in (5-8) are exactly the ones
that obtain between subject nouns and predicate nominals in (4}, it is
reasonable to represent each genitive, such as gakusei-no, honyuurui·-no 1
etc. in the (a)-series, as being underlyingly a copula sentence embedded
as a relative clause, as in the corresponding relative clause constructions
in the (b}-series. The underlying structure of each pair would be
respectively represented as in the following:
(9)

a.
b• .

c.
d.

[SJohn {ga) gakusei (de) ar-u] John
Sub student Prdc Cop-Pres
[skuzira (ga) honyuurui (de) ar-u]
kuzira
whale Sub mammal
Prdc Cop-Pres whale
[ 5kare (ga) tensai (de) . ar-u] kare
he Sub genius Prdc Cop-Pres he
[ 5inu (ga) yotuasi
(de) ar-u]
inu
dog Sub four- legged Prdc Cop-Pres
dog

Kuno (1973:328) assumes tnat some case-marking particles 9.! (subject).
o (direct object), and ni (indirect object) are inserted by transfonnations.
Upon the same treatment"<5'f the predicative particle de as .!l!• .Q., ni, I
generally follow Kuno (1973) with respect to insertion of case-marking
particles. For the sake of readability. the particles .9...a and de are shown
in parentheses in (9). Relativization (abbreviated as RR). when applied
to {9}, yields the (b)-series in (5-8). A subsequent application of COP DELdeletion of the copula ar - a spontaneous deletion of the tense element
i!:.l.!! (abbreviated as TN~DEL),5 and GEN-insertion of no - yields the (a)series in (5-8).6
There is a piece of evidence to support the validity of the assumption
that each pair in (5-8) has the same underlying structure. Notice that
whenever we have ungranvnatical relative clause constructions like (10),
the corresponding genitive constructions that nave under9one COP' DEL, TNS DlL,
and GEN are also ungrammatical as in (11).
gakusei
(10) a. *(John de ar-u}
Prdc Cop-Pres student
b. *{kuzira de ar-u)
honyuurui
whale Prdc Cop"Pres marrmal
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c.

*(kare de ar-a)

d.

he Prdc Cop-Pres genius
yotuasi
*( inu de ar-u)
dog Prdc Cop-Pres four-legged

tensai

*John-no gakusei
Gen student
b. *kuzira-no honyuurui
whale Gen mammal
c. *kare-no tensei
he Gen genius
d. *inu-no yotuasi 7
dog Gen four-legged

(_J 1 ) a.

The ungra1TU11aticality of the fonns in (10) and (11) is naturally explained
the underlyi·11g structures containing logically impossible copula
sentences like (12) that are to form relative clauses. '
by

(12a-d) would become logically true if the ·classks named 'student•,
'mammal 1 , 1 genius 1 , and 'four-legged one 1 were included in the classes 1 John 1 ,
1
whale 1,, 'he', and 1 dog 1 , respectively. Of course, the truth is always the
opposite.
(12) a.

b.

*gakusei ga John de ar-u.
student Sub
Prdc Cop-Pres
'(Any) student is John.'
*honyuurui ga kuzira de ar-u.
mammal
whale
'(Any) marnmal is a whale. 1

·
~ f 1 m ~ ,r ~;;~1fi!iiii<ii~'i:i:ir"iiiii,~ ·· si:~~Ai:i ··
...-~~ii,i1ii,iiii
· .··.·-.·· · · .· ,iE•"•iai'~-:~.li~~~';n
·.·w;,:i~oiiw.· ~Y.
· ·~· ·
... ·~· · · · ......... ·-gen,$JJ.
us ···--·
,-..-.--·hef'
. -....... ..... .. ... .. .. _,.. _...,.,._......
··.-•""-···
····"
· ...·.·-·:··- ·- -- ...
. ...... .. . .. ............... .....
1

(Any) genius is he.

.....................

1

d. *yotuasi
ga inu
de ar-u.
four-legged
dog
'(Any) four-legged one is a dog.'
Shovm is the underlying representations of {10) !and (11) which
contain logically false sentence (12) as embedded clauses.
(13}

a.

[ 5*gakusei ga John de ar-u] gakusei
student Sub
Prdc Cop-Pres student
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b.
c.
d.

nonyuurui
[5*honyuurui ga kuzira de ar-u]
mammal Sub whale Prdc Cop-Pres manma1
tensai
[ 5*tensai ga kare de ar-u]
genius Sub he Prdc Cop-Pres genius
[ *yotuasi
ga inu de ar-u]
yotuasi
5
four-legged
dog Prdc Cop-Pres four-legged

By REL the underlying structures in (13) should derive {10), which in turn
derive (11} through COP DEL, TNS DEL, and GEN.
Furthermore, the copula sentences in (14a) and {15a) are factually
truet but semantically deviant in a certain way and are therefore low in
the frequency of occurrence. This semantic deviance is clearly revealed
in the resulting relative clause and genitive constructio~s like (14c-d)
and {15c-d).
( 14)

a.

b.

c.
d.

{15)

a.

b.
c.
d.

koi wa doobutu de
ar-u
carp Top animal Prdc be-Pres
'Carp are animals.'
( 5koi ga doobutu de
ar-u]
carp Sub animal Prdc be-Pres
{doobutu de ar-u) koi
animal
carp
doobutu-no koi
. Gen carp
1
carp which are animals 1
wa seibutu
de
matu
pine tree Top animate things Prdc
'Pine trees are animate things.•
[ 5matu
ga seibutu
de
pine tree Sub animate things

koi
carp

ar-u
be-Pres
ar-u] matu
pine tree

{seibutu de ar-u) matu
pine tree
animate things
seibutu-no matu
Gen pine tree
'pine trees which are animate things'

For some pragmatic reason, what is too obvious is not worth ~·ihi 1e to men ti on
and thus meaningless, as in 1 Carp are animals' and 1 Pine trees are animate
Published by ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst, 1980
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things 1 '.; If so, koi 'carp' in (14} is more naturally a·s sociated with a larger
group of_ fish rather than a far larger group of animals. and this C"lumsiness
reveals ?:,in the derived fonns (14c) and (14d). The similar thing is true
in (15); matu 'pine trees' is more naturally used as_ a member of plants
rather ~han as one of animate things in pragmatically meaningful utterances.
Thus, not only does each pair in question exhibit the same possible scope
of meaning, but it is only when we construct copula sentences in the
underlying fonns of relative clause . that the ung-rammaticality of the forms
(10) and (11) or the oddness of (14c-d) and (15c-d) can; be easily accounted
form.
·
I~ will be noted that in all the above examples only subject nouns
have been regarded as relativizable in the underlying structures of the
above genitive constructions, as in (9), (13), (14b), ard {l5b). This is
because ;whenever the predicate nominals - gakusei---'-student' in --(16a)
and honyuurui 'mammal' in (17a) being identical to their head nouns are relativized, the two resulting surface forms in (16) and in (17)
are a11 ungrammatical.

1

(l6) a.

(H}

[NP[5John (ga) gakusei

(de) ar-u] gakusei
Sub student Prdc Cop-Pres s~udent
b. *[NP[ 5John ga ar-u] gakusei]
student
c. *[NP[NPJohn]-no gakusei]
Gen student
'?a student who John is'
a.

[ 1~p[5 kuzira (ga) honyuurui (de) ar-u] honyuurui.
whale Sub mammal
Prdc Cop-Pres mammal
b. *[Np[5kuzira ga ar-u] honyuurui]
matnma I
c. *[NP[NPkuzira]-no honyuurui]
1

1a mammal which a whale is 1

REL requires identity between the relativized noun phrase and the
antecedent in any case; although the underlying structures (16a) and (17a)
meet the requirement; they are ungrarnmatical. The ungrammaticality of
the above surface forms may be due to the violation of a restriction on REL
that only subject nouns are relativizabl e in the Japanese copula sentences
or to the violation of a deep structure constraint. 8From the standpoint
of refining the notion 'well-formed deep structure 1 , the ungrammatical forms
in {16) ~nd (17) are regarded as due to a deep structure constraint, which
may be stated as in (18).
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(18} When the underl_yinJJ form of a re'lative clause contains a copula 0
sentence. the antecedent must be identical to the subject noun.~

As far ·as the constraint is maintained, we can automatically prevent any
surface forms from being derived from the ill-formed underlying structures
(16a) and (17a). which violate the constraint (18). Consequently, genitives
being derived from copula sentences by the rel~vant transformations must
be those from predicate nominals as in (5a}, (6a}, (7a), and (Ba), but
not from subject -nouns as in (16c} and (17c). The deep structure constraint
in the underlying relative clauses is t~us important in deriving correct
surface forms as in (5-8) from the well-formed underlyin9 structures in (9)
and in ruling out unacceptable surface forms (16b), (16cJ, (17b), and (17c).
In other words, the deep structure constraint (18), needed on independent
grounds - gennane to detennining the acceptability of some relative clauses is indispensable for deriving well-fanned genitives and excluding ill-fanned
genitives. This fact undoubtedly militates in favor of the assumption
that each pair in (5-8) derive from the sama underlying structure containing
a relative clause as in (9).
·
This syntactic constraint may result from the grammatical property
that in copula sentences movement transfonnations like Topicalization of
predicate nominals and Scrambling never take place. Thus the predicate NP
is quite di ffetent from other NPs such as subject NP and object NP.
(19)

a.

kuzi ra ga honyuurui de ar-u.
whale Sub mammal Prdc Cop-Pres
b. *honyuurui wa kuzira ga de ar-u (by Topicalization)
manmal Top whale Sub Prdc Cop~Pres
10
c. *honyuuri kuzira ga de ar-u
(by Scramb1ing}
marrmal whale
.

.

For such movement transformations, a predicate NP is different from
other NPs immediately dominated by S. (Here, the existence of the VP
node is not assumed.) As a principle, Scrambling takes place among
non-verbal constituents {excluding a non-NP complement sentence), which
are tmmediate1y dominated by the Snode. Thus, no NP is allowed to
immediately follow a predicate in a simplex sentence, ·and the predicate
invariably takes a sentence-final position.11 So the predicate Vis the
only major category that cannot be involved in movement transformations.
In this respect. predicate NP and V are alike. This fact leaves open the
possibility that a predicate NP and dear fonn a syntactic constituent
identical to V - that is, within a given framework that allows Phrase
Structure (abbreviated as PS) rules in the base, we may conceive the
following PS rules:
(20) 1. S
2. Pred ---),

(Adv)

(NP)n (S) Pred Aux

(nil)

t~P coP}
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As ,was mentioned above, the NP under the node Pred is very different
from other NPs inmediately dominated by s. The notion 1:predicate NP 1
is properly characterized by PS rule 2: not the predicate NP i1T1T1edi ate1y
dominated by the Pred node, but the NPs directly dominated by the Snode
are invo].ved in movement or deletion (e.g. REL) transformations. Therefore,
the deep tstructure constraint (18) involving the peculiarities of the
predicate NP seems to be a natural one.
The underlying structures of (9), (16a), and (17a)' are respecti·vely
revised tn the above framework, as in the following:

(21) a.
b.
':,

,,

c.
d.
e.

f.

[Np[ 5John (ga) [Predgakusei (de) ar] ~u] John]
Sub
student Prdc Cop ~res

[NP[ 5 kuz1ra (ga)·[Predhonyuurui (de) a'r] '-u] kuzira] ·
whale Sub
mammal
Prdc Cop Pres whale
[NP[5 kare (ga) [Predtensai (de) ar] -u] kare]
he
genius Prdc Cop Pres he
[NP[5inu (ga) [Prect>'otuasi
(de) .ar]
-u] inu]
dog
four- legged rrdc Cop : Pres dog
*[NP[ 5John (ga) [Predgakusei (de) ar] -u] gakusei]
student Prdc Cop Pres student
*[NP[ 5 kuzira {ga) [Predhonyuurui (de) arJ ~u] honyuurui]
whale
mammal
Prdc Cop Pres mammal

Due to such a constraint as (18), both (21e) and (21f) are ill-fanned
genera1ized phrase markers.
Genitive constructions include neither the copula ar nor tense-marker.
To derive. the genitive constructions (5a), (6a), (7a), and (Sa) it is
necessary to delete the copula from the intermediate structures like (5b) 1
(6b), (7b), and (Bb) to which REL has already applied.
a communist' can be replaced byte re at1ve cause construc'.t ions in (22a)
and (22c) without changing the original meanings of the whole sentences.
Even if the rule COP DEL is meaning-preserving by itself, as was discussed
in Section 1, it should apply in the restricted environment ~ontaining the
present ~ense form ru. Notice that an independently-proved meaning-preserving
deletion .rule does not delete an element without restriction, but is further
restricted in a certain way to be uniquely recoverabie • .
(22)

a.

minna
wa [NP( 5kyoosansyugisya de ar-u) John]
everyuooy Top
conrnunist
Prdc Cop-Pres
-o utagau.
Obj suspect-Pres
1
Everybody suspects John who is a comrnunlst.'
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b. minna wa

[NP( 5kyoosansyugisya de at-ta) John] -o utagau.
Cop-Past
suspect-Pres
'Everybody suspects John who was a communist.'
c. rninna wa [1~P {5kyoosansyugi sya de ar-u) John] -o utagat-ta.
suspect-Past
Cop-Pres
'Everybody suspected John who
conrnt\nist.'

t~!sJ a

d. m1nna was [NP( 5 kyoosansyugisya de at-ta) John] -o utagat-ta.
Cop-Past
suspect-Past
1
1
1. Everybody suspected John who was a corrmunist.
2. 'Everybody suspected John who had been a COfllllunist.'
As the English translations (22b-l) and (22b-2) show. (22d) is ambiguous
in two ways; it may present two distinct underlying structures. Since (22d-1)
is paraphrasable by (22c), we can posit the same underlying structure as
that of (22c) as the underlying representation of (22d-l); (22d-l) might
be an instance in which a present tense fonn .!:!!._ in an .embedded sentence
optionally becomes past under the influence of the past tense fonn !! in
a matrix sentence. An explanation of this sort is reminiscent of the
English tense in the subordinate clause being shifted in accordan~e with
the tense in the main clause as is shown in the English glosses for {22c)
and {22d-2). 12 Thus. the underlying structures of the complex NPs in (22a),
(22c), and (22d-1) contain, in relative c1ause, the present tense form!:!!,
to which COP DEL applies.
COP DEL applies on1y when the syntact node COP is adjacent to the
Tense node disallowing an intervention of the negative (cf. Note 9). COP DEL
should be optiona1 so as to permit two possible surface fonns in (5-8).
COP DEL is followed by TNS DEL. This is an automatic consequence just in
the same way as deletion of the subject noun (phrase) is successively
followed by deletion of the subject particle£@. when the subject noun (phrase)
is relativized. TNS DEL feeds GEN. REL is to apply to the structure in
which the antecedent NP is in construction with a full sentence containing
an identical NP - that is, REL should bave applied before the constituent
sentence gets de-sententialized by COP DEL. Therefore. inasmuch as REL
and COP DEL are in the cycle, REL must precede COP DEL. The rule ordering
of these three transfonnations is the following:
(23)

RfL

COP DEL
I

T~S DEL
GEN

(obligatory)
(optional)
(obligatory)
(obligatory)

When the underlying structures (9) and (21 a-d) undergo REL. COP DEL, and
TNS DEL, the resulting intennediate structures are ready to undergo GEN.
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GEN may apply internally to complex NPs and Chomsky-adjoins the genitive
particle !!.Q. to an NP-constituent which precedes the head noun •
.

,

To recapitulate, a first point is that the sequence of these transfonnations are undoubtedly meaning-preserving. The necessity of REL is
widely :known, so there is no doubt for its existence. The' derivation of two
possible surface forms in (5-8) differs crucially in the application versus
nonappl::ication of COP DEL More accurately, the input:to this rule is
a possi_:ble surface structure and only an optional transformation is reasonable.
This ru;le, COP DEL, is truly opti anal. The meaning-preservi ngness of
COP DEL has been already 'discussed in detail. The COP DEL is applied to
the cop_u la only when it is followed by the present tense form, and the
subsequ~nt obl f gatory TNS DEL deletes this particular present tense form.
Tnis se'ries of these two deletion rules are, thus, uniquely recoverable,
disano~ingthe interpre:tatiQ!l _qf_Jhe pa_st_t.ens!::, _ GEN ... is obligatory
iii thaff ariy"-NP~NP. construction that is not affected by · the insertion of the
genitive particle !lQ. is ungrammatical, and is meaning-P,reserving in that
this particle is a mere marker with no semantic content.
The genitive particle no in (5a), (Ga), (7a), or,(8a) is a mere marker
of the accompanying NP havingcertain granmatical and logical (or semantic)
relations to the underlying subject NP. The sources of logical relationships,
class m~mbership, class inclusion, identity, and property assignment, and
some natural semantic associations as well, which obtain between subject
nouns and predicate nominals, are directly explained under the transformational
analysi$ that a copula sentence i~ embedded as a relative clause in a
noun phrase. The fact that the derivation of some genitive forms entertains
the deep structure constraint (18), which is indispensable for precluding
the derivation of unreducible copula sentences with the negative na-i
as in (a) in note 9, provides evidence that all the genitive forrris'fn this
sectiont are from relative clauses. We have -seen that a pragmatically-determined
fact lends support to our analysis. Another advantage of the transfonnational
analysis is that not only unacceptable genetive constructions like (11),
(16c), and (17c), but also unacceptable relative clause coristructions
like (10)1 (16b), and (17b) are naturally ruled o.ut as ungra11111atical.
3.

Ther internal Structure of Relative Clause and Genitive Construction

···:,··---·
·-:········ ·-'·, _........s,R:iii1.ir&iip:~•
·
la'fl4 i : ~
' ~ i i f f ~ a:i1fO:i ifffl'~}miif,tr -~ i1 ~ - N~n1'l'liil

~:--~-----·----fi~~
- cerortfiT. c·O,rstr1£ct1 ons-;··c·e···:·:· nnr,-·
- ·-~de·· ar u)sHP2:··- ancf
i .ge~r-tfve ··corls t ~~;t·i;;~~-;-··-·-------- -··--i. e. NP1-NP2, are the Silffie with respect to logical relations and pragmatically-

~ ~

based meaning association of the internal constituents 'NP] .and NP2, and that
whether : or not a certain genitive construction is acceptaole directly
correlates with the acceptability of the corresponding RC construction. In
this section, we will see the internal structure of noun phrase, focusing
our attention on complex RCs.
The noun phrase in Japanese allO\'JS multiple embedded :s entences as RCs:
(24a) contains bm embedded sentences and is interpreted as (24b). The
complex RC construction, as suggested by Inoue (1976:203-213), would be
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roughly of the following underlying structure (24c):
(24)

a.
b.

(ki kara oti-ta) gakusei
Src came tree Src dropped student
a student x such that x came from N.Y. and x dropped
from a tree
{rLY.

kara ki-ta)

c.

- N P4- - - - - - - S
NP
------ 2 ~

NP 1

Pfed

/

3"-.

S,3

NPl

V
I
I ~
N
[
1
ki ~ ta
N
N.Y. ~
I
gakusei ga ki kara ga usei
gakusei
otita

s
~ '---.NP,
---~ e , ga ki
kara otita

NP

A_
N
kara

l

In (24c), NP 1 = NP,3 and NP 4 are RC constructions.
The underlying structure (24c) appears to be well motivated semantically.
In (24c), both NP1 and NP 3 have their embedded sentences, S1 and S3, respectively:
·and gakusei has its head; and the next higher NP4 has an embedded S2 1 the
underlying RC, and the whole RC construction NP3 as its head. Suppose we
have still another higher NP as a RC construction, then the whole NP4 becomes
its head. Thus the complexity of the structure of RC construction enormous]y
increases as a new NP as RC construction is superimposed. The reading of
the structure of the sort seems to be too complex,13 as compared with the
fact that the semantic reading is rather simple.
The seemingly semantically-based underlying structure (24c) runs into
a difficulty when we represent that (25a) and (25b) are synonymous. By
parity of reasoning \tith the analysis proposed by Inoue (1976), the underlying
structure of (25b) would be different from {24c). For the interpretation
of both forms, refer to (24b).
(25)

a.
lt.

kara ki-ta) {ki kara oti-ta)
Src came tree Src dropped
( ki kara oti -ta) (N.Y. kara ki-ta)
tree Src dropped
Src came
(N.Y.

gakusei
student
gakusei
student

(=24a)

The fact reflected in (25) may be straightforwardly represented in
the following ·underlying structure {26):
{26)

-------N~--------

S .

S

~1~~2~

N

r

gakusei ga N.Y. kara ki-ta gakusei ga ki kara oti-ta gakusei
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Conjoined sentences are sensitive to the precedence relation in tqme
sequence., as is indicated by the ungranmaticality of (27b). '
(27)

gakusei ga N.Y. kara ki-ta sosite, ki · kara oti-ta.
student Sub
Src came Donj tree :src dropped
'The student came from N.Y. and dropped fro~ a tree.'
b, *gakusei ga ki
kara oti-ta sosits. N.Y. kara ki-ta.
student Sub tree Src dropped Conj.
·Src came
1
* Tl\e student dropped from a tree and came
from N.Y.'
i

a.

On the other hand, (28), in which two sentences are not 1conjoined but
juxtaposed, behave differently. Compare (27) with (28):
(28)

a.

gakusei ga N.Y. kara ki-ta; (sono) gakusP.i ga ki
student Sub
Src came
that student Sub tree
kara oti-ta.
Src dropped
1
A student came from N.Y.; the student '. dropped from a tree.'
· b. gakusei ga ki kara oti-ta; (sono) gakusei ga N.Y.
tree Src dropped that
kara ki-ta.
Src came
'A student dropped from a tree; the student came from N.Y. 1

I assume ·that the correct underlying representation of (25) .;s of the form

s, and 52 are not of co-ordinate structure, but juxtaposed
constituent sentences.1~ the reason is that, if (25) are reduced from
juxtaposition of s, and S2 in (26), we can explain adequately why (JS)
are impervious to such a restriction. on time precedence :relation.
(26), in~which

·~jifs
··- ,-·,,...··~
. ·wz:«~t· «a···i · · ·

Another constituent of the noun phrase is demonstrative.

The noun

··· ~-i~waiiii:!
• ~ ~e ~"'1ij1tfiiffi,•ai1a i.w ~~~ i,iiiir •iii12~
1~~~s111\i'wa•
' ·:
· ·· · ·
. , .
...·-.-:,.~
- udemonstrative
....-.......
' -llces·.moFe"'"con
o stlt ent seh1:e
·- Tfie
a.n
precede or fol low
~

- -Ni1WR- ~ -

I

.

.

.. .

a RC in the presence of their head noun.
(29)

.

, ,

, ,

n,.ai ·

.

_

.,_..;.- ..;

..,~.....,..,.,,,...,
..•, . •• .,...•

w ~,.~..,
· ,-,,..~..._.
, ,~,.,,.,.•--~
.•• . , .~

·;

....

,.,,.. ,.,.

ano ( N.Y. kara ki-ta) {52 ki kara oti -ta~ gakusei
51
tree Src dropped student
that
Src came
wa gengogaku senkoo da.
Top linguistics major Cop
b. ( N.Y. kara ki-ta) ano { ki kara oti ... ta) .gakusei
52
51
that
senkoo da.
wa gengogaku
1i ngui sties

a.
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c.

(S 1N.Y. kara ki-ta)

{ ki kara oti-ta) ano gakusei
52
wa gengogaku senkoo da.
linguistics
'That student who came from N.Y. and who dropped from a
tree is a linguistics major.'

The same thing is exactly true even if the order of the two RCs is reversed.
Notice that the underlying structure of the form (26) lends a straightforward
account of a free word order among prenominal constituents, because they
are all sister constituents, s1 , s2 , and demonstrative, of a noun phrase.
Now let us consider the sentences (30), in which each subject noun
phrase contains a demonstrative ano 'that', a RC, and a genitive reduced
from a RC.
~

(30) a. ano (Vietnam e it-ta) sinbunkisya no John wa

b.

c.
d.
e.
f.

that
Dir went reporter Gen
Top
imadani modora-nai
yet
return·not
(Vietnam e it-ta) ano sinbunkisya no John wa ...
that
(Vietnam e it-ta) sinbunkisya no ano John wa .•.
that
ano sinbunkisya no (Vietnam e it-ta) John wa .••
that
sinbunkisya no ano (Vietnam e it-ta) Johri ~a ••.
that
sinbunkisya no (Vietnam e it-ta) ano John wa ...
that
'That John who was a newspaper reporter and who went to
Vietnam has not returned yet .'

As a prenominal modifier, the genitive form sinbunkisya no in {30) is
involved in reordering with a RC and demonstrative. As is evident from
comparison of (29) and (30), the equal status of the genitive, a· RC,
and demonstrative as prenominal modifiers, allowing a free reordering among
them, can be represented by means of inmediate constituency. We may seek
parallelism from a S, which allows a relatively free word reordering among
non~verbal constituents, i.e. NPs and Adv 1 s, which are :immediately dominated
by the S. As our analysis 9oes, the underlying structure of the complex
NP of (30) is of the form: L~pOem s s NP], which is the same phrase structure
as that of (29). Our analysis of the genitive thus provides a straightforward
account of'the reordering of the prenominal constituents.
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Given a lexicalist hypothesis, as shown in {3), one might propose that
the source of the genitives be a Possessive (Poss), and the underlying form
of the complex NP in (31a) be represented in (3lb-1). An alternati.ve analysis
of (31a) is shown in (31b-2).
(31) a.

[NP ano sinbunkisya-no John] o sitte imasu ka.
that reporter Gen
Obj know
Ques
'Do you know that John who is a reporter?
1

bl.

-------NP-------

~
Poss

Oem

~

~

I

ano

John

no

NP
I

N
. blun k',sya
sin
NP

b2.

Dem

~no
NP

I

ano

I

N

I

John

N
.
bl
sin un k1' sya

c.

[NPsinbunkisya-no ano John] o sitte imasu ka.
Obj know
Ques
reporter Gen that

d.

~

Poss
Dem
N
~&i,;:,;.e,:.~,.= ',,,--//ii,.,_..;s;,...,--.----~,....,~_,,
, · ' ' '+
'
)?ri>; ""'"''""""""'"' wr,e:,,~-·""·"·'""';,;i""'''"""'"'""'"'~"· '"''"'"""'-"""'""'""j, .1,',i i i<l)iJi <i,;;;c/,_,~
~P
no
ano
John
N
1
. bun k'1sya
s ,n

(31c) may select (3lb-2), rather than (3lb-l)!
as the underlying fonn of (31a), and the representations, not (31b-l),
directly accounts for a free word order among demonstrative and the genitive,
which are irrmediately dominated by a NP.
A uniform treatment of (31a) and

The lexicalist hypothesis instantly runs into a problem, however.
As was ~iscussed in great detail in the preceding section, the ungrammaticality
of (32a) and (32b) can be entirely due to the logically ill-formed or
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non-sensical RC sentences, such as *sinbunkisya ga John de ar-u '*(Any)
newspaper reporter is John'.
(32)

a. *ano John-no sinbunkisya
that
Gen reporter
b. *John.. no ano sinbunkisya
Gen that reporter

To formulate such restrictions in terms of semantic interpretation rules
would be rather a complex matter.
Another piece of evidence for a transformationalist hypothesis is
taken from a consideration of a complex genitive construction (33a), which
exclusively means (33a-1}, not (33a-2). There seems to be a general constraint,
as suggested by the unacce~tability of (33b-c), that no two copu la sentences
forn1 juxtaposed RCs. (33a} with an interpretation of (33a-2} takes as
.
an intermediate structure the form (33b), which would be an acceptable surface,
form without the constraint. That is, the underlying structures of (33a-2)
and (33b), which happen to be the same, take the application of the same
constraint and the resulting surface forms are therefore ungrammatical.
The constraint is needed to exclude (33c) even in the lexicalist position.
Thus the unacceptability of (33b) wlth juxtaposed RCs directly accounts
for the impossibility of the interpretation (33a-2) of {33a).
( 33)

a.

ani
-no
brother Gen
'John, who
2. 'Jahn, who

,.

b. *(ani
brother
c. *(ani
brother

de

Prdc
de
Prdc

sensei
-no John
teacher Gen
is my brother• s teacher'
1s my brother and (who is) a teacher'
ar-u} (sensei de ar-u) John
teacher Prdc Cop
Cop
na-i) (sensei de na-i) John
teacher Prdc Neg
Neg

The genitive forn1 ani-no •my elder brother's' in (33a) would be derived
not from the underlying RC wit~ the copula, but from a possessive sentence
embedded as the underlying RC. 5
(33b-c} become acceptable when the juxtaposed Res take a co-ordinate
structure; the meaning (33a-2) is expressible by {35} with a co-ordinate
structure. First, let us observe an interplay of Conjunction Reduction
and Gapping in the relevant construction. Conjunction Reduction deletes
the subject NP John gain the second conjunct as in (34b) and subsequently,
a tense farm ir:}Ji: or a copula~ plus its tense forn1 .!! are gapped, as in
(34c-d). The form of the Japanese co-ordinator varies according to the
type of conjoined constituents, but no further discussion is made in
this paper.
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(34)

a. John ga ani
de ar-u, sosite John ga sensei de ar-u.
teacher Prdc Cop-Pres .
brother Prdc Cop-Pres and
de ar-u, sos ite sensei di:! ar-u.
b. John ga ani
and
teacher
brother Prdc Cop
de ar-i, serisei de ar-u.
c. John ga ani
Cop-and teacher
brother
~op
de,
sensei
d. John ga ani
de ar-u.
brother Pred teacher Prdc Cop.:.Pres
'John is my elder brother and (is) a teacher. 1

1~0~, we will see how the embedded (34) is interrelated with REL~
(35b-d) are derived when REL takes place on the subsequent cycle after
(34b-d) have been generated as RCs. Out of the three possible surface
forms, RC in (35d), containing a conjoined predicate nominal, meet the
structural description of GEtJ, and (35e) is given. For :a general reduction
process bf compound particles 1i ke de-no. cf. note 6.

(35)

a.

b.
c.

d.

John ga ani
de
ar-u sosite, ; John ga sensei
Sub teacher
Sub brother Prdc Cop-Pres and
de ar-u) John
Prdc Cop
( ani
de ar-u, sosite sensei de ar 7u) John
5
Cop
and teacher
Cop
brother
de ar-i,
sensei de ar-u) John
( ani
5
Cop
brother
Cop-and teacher
sensei
de] ar-u) John
de I
(S[NPani
brother Prdc
teacher Prdc Cop
de, sensei _J -no) John

(

5

'John, who is my brother and who is a teacher'
A remarkable fact is a retention of the predicative particle de in thk
conjoined predicate nominal in the genitive construction (35e""f.16 Th1s
fact lends a strong support to the analysis of the genitive form in (35e)
being derived from a predicate nominal.
4.

Genitives from Other Predicate Nominals

There are a certain type of copula sentences in which:predicate nominals
are followed by case-marking particles like kara (So~rce), made (Terminus),
e (Direction), to (Comitative), and de (Instrument).17 The predicate .nominal
Tn (36e) has a demonstrative kono 1 this 1 as an optional constituent.
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(36} a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

rokuzi kara de
eiga wa
ar-u.
1
movie Top 6 0 clock Src-Prdc Cop-Pres
'The movie is (or starts) at 6 o'clock. 1
tabi wa America made de ar-u.
trip Top
Trm-Prdc
Cop-Pres
'The trip is (destined) to America.'
hikook1 wa London e de ar-u.
plane
Dir-Prdc
'The airplane is (bound) for Lo11don. 1
sigoto wa Bill to de ar-u.
job
Com-Prdc
'The job is with 0;11. 1
kizu wa (kono) naihu de de ar-u.
this knife Ins-Prdc
cut
'The cut 1s ( done) by this knife.'

If we have {36a-e) in the underlying fonns of RC, the genitive constructions,
whose genitives are derived from the above predicate nominals and particles
through the successive application of REL, COP DEL. TNS DEL, and GEN, are
perfectly gralllllatical. Needless to say, the deep structure constraint
{18) is called into playing its role, thus blocking the derivation of (38).
( 37) a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
. (38} a.
b.
c.

rokuzi
kara-no eiga
6 o'clock Src-Gen movie
America made-no tabi
Tnn-Gen trip
London e-no hikooki
Dir-Gen plane
8111 to-no
sigoto
Com-Gen job
(keno) naihu de-no kizu
this knife Ins-Gen cut
*eiga kara-no rokuzi
movie Src-Gen 6 o'clock
*tabi made-no America
trip Tnn-Gen
*hikooki e-no London
plane Dir-Gen
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d. *sigoto to-no Bill
job Com-Gen
e. *kizu de-no (kono) naihu
cut Ins-Gen this
knife
A strong argument against the lexicalist hypothesis is that it cannot ·
provide any straightforward account of such genitives as '(37a-e) with the
case marking particles. In our analysis, they are derived in exactly
the same way as the genitives were formed from simp1e' p:redicate nominals
in the preceding sections.
1

Let 1.us consider some examples relevant to (37e).
(39).

a,
b.

c.

[ski zu ga kono haihu de-de ar-u] kizu
cut Sub this knife Ins-Pr.de Cop-Pres cut
[NPkono naihu de] -no kizu (:=37e)
this knife Ins-Gen cut
*[NP~ naihu de] -no kono kizu
knife Ins Gen this cut
a cut by this knife'
kono [ 5kizu ga naihu de-de ar-u] kizu
this cut Sub knife Ins-Prdc Cop-Pres cut
kono [NPnaihu de] -no kizu
knife Ins Gen cut
this
[NPnaihu de] "no kono kizu
this cut
'this cut by a knife'
1

( 40)' a.

b.
c.

The derivation of (39b) needs the convention of S-pruning in addition .
to the transfonnational process discussed in the above (cf. note 6). As

~~~~~~.,~~~.~=:~.~~.~.2~~~~~::!tm:~~~~~r~:~~~;-:~=~~*~'.~~
from a different deep structure (40a). (40b) is produced by reversing
the order cf the demonstrative and the genitive. Nottce that only
non-nominal constituents imnediately dominated by the NP node can be
reordered ·f reely. (40b) and (39b) happen to show the same phonetic fonn,
whose sema·n ti c ambiguity can be attributed to the structural difference
·
without any difficulty in our anaJysis.
The above analysis, howeverJ embodies a problem. The corresponding
P.C constructions are all very awkward. This renders COP OEt obligatory
for predicate nominals of this type.
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( 41)

a.

??( rokuzi kar.a-de aru) eiga

6 o'clock Src
movie
b. ??(America made-de aru) tabi
Trm
trip
c. ??(London e-de aru) hikooki
Dir
~lane
d. ??(Bill to-de aru) sigoto
job
Com
e. ??(naihu de-de aru) ·( kono) kizu
knife Ins
this cut
No explanation of the deep structure sources of (36} has been given so
far in the literature. One of the peculiarities of (36) is that noun phrases
with such case-marking particles as kara, made, etc. are naturally associated
with verbs. For instance, kara (Source), made (Terminus}, and · e (Direct~on}
are related with verbs of motion. Whatever the underlying structures of
(36) may be, it is no doubt that the genitive construction (37) should be
derived from (intermediate} structures with RC sentences like (36}. The
fact of COP DEL being obligatory seems to be more or less related to the
peculiarity of (36). 18
5. Genitives from Possessive and Locative Nouns
In the preceding sections, RCs containing copula sentences were given
as the source of a type of genitive fotins. In this section, we will discuss
that the genitive forms should be derived from possessive or locative
sentences embedded as RCs.
Just as in copula sentences predicate nominals designate a few logical
relations to subject nouns, so do possessive nouns in the first NPs of
(42a-b) indicate possessive relations like possession and kinship relation.

Likewise, locative nouns may show locative relations such as spatial location

as in (42c) and temporal location as in (42d).
(42)

a.

John ni (wa) sutereo ·ga ar-u.
possession
IO Top stereo Sub Exs-Pres
'There exists a stereo to John, or John as a stereo. 1
b. kare ni (wa) imooto ga i ':"ru.
kinship relation
he IO Top sister Sub Exs-Pres
'There exists a sister to him, or he has a sister. 1
c. yane ni tori ga i-ru.
spatial location
roof Loe bird Sub Exs-Pres
1
There is a bird on the roof. 1
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gogatu ni maturi ga ar-u.
May Loe festival Sub Exs-Pres
1
There is a festival in May.'
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temporal location

Possessive or locative sentences are different from copula sentences
in many ways. First, movement transfonnations like Scrambling and Topicaliiation take ·, p1ace in possessive and 1ocati ve sentences; ( 43b) and ( 44b) are
cases in which Scrambling takes place in the possessive sente·nce (43a)
and in the locative sentence (44a), respectively.

a.

kanozyo ni musuko ga hitori i-ru.
she
IO son Sub only Exs-Pres
b. musuko ga hitori kanozyo ni i-ru.
son Sub only she
IO
'She has the only son.
(44} a. niwa ni
risu
ga i .. ru.
yard Loe squirrel Sub Exs-Pres
ga niwa ni i-ru
b. risu
squirrel Sub yard Loe
1
There is a squirrel i n the ya rd . '
(43)

1

Second. al l the noun phrases in possessive and locative sentences are
relativizable. (45a-d) are cases, in which (42a-d) are respectively contained
in the underlying forms of RCs and each subject noun is relativize'd.

(45) a.

?( 5John ni ar-u)

sutereo
IO Exs-Pres stereo
'the stereo which John has 1
b. ?( 5 ka:e ni i-ru)
imooto
he IO Exs-Pres sister
•a sister who he has! or
his sister'
\ yane ni i-ru) tori
c.
5
. .... rPJ5f ...Loc. .. __... ____ __ bi rd........ ............
. 1.the ..bi,.rd_jwh1
. ch_isJ
._ __
_ _ _on ___ ·--- ... ........ ....
...,,- ...,._,, - -- - - ... -- -----~-----. ,.:, ...... d'~ -----..·-( s'"gl:i gatu ,,-,- a"r<- u)-·rnat"ur i'' ....
...',-...... . .... . ..,,. .
. ··--- -_
"''
....
-·'-----""
__..,-" .. ..........,,, ,,,_... __ ,., "'"" "'""- ,,_,_..........
May

Loe

festival

'the festivals (which are)
in May'
The fonns in (45a-b) are awkward, which ·will be discussed later.
The subject nouns are not the only nouns to be relativfzable; possessive
or locative nouns can be re1ativized leaving th~ subject nouns behind,
as i n (46 ) : 19
(46)

a.

(5sutereo ga ar-u) John
stereo Sub Exs-Pres
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b.
c.
d.

(5imooto ga i-ru) kare
sister Sub Exs-Pres he
(5tori ga i-ru) yane
bird Sub Exs-Pres root
( 5maturi ga ar-u) gogatu
festival Sub Exs-Pres May

'he, who has a sister'
'the roof the bird is on 1
'the month of May in.which
there is a festival 1

Thus, the argument that a predicate'NP is dominated by Pred in the underlying
itructure is not directly applied to possessive and 1oc~tive sent ces.
Rather, the fact relating to movement transformations or REL may preclude
a uniform treatment of genitives from predicate nominals and those from
possessive and locative nouns.
The possessive or locative relations in the above two-NP sentences
are maintained in the following complex NPs, which can be derived from (45)
through REL, a RC reduction process, and GEN.
( 47}

Gen
nouns are
remaining
fo 11 owing
(48)

John-no sutereo
·Gen stereo
'John I s s tereo 1
b. kare-no imooto
he-Gen sister
1
his sister•
c. Jane-no tori
roof-Gen bird
'a bird on the roof'
d. gogatu-no ma turi
May -Gen fes ti val
'festivals in May•

a.

possession

kinship relation

spatial location

temporal location

never applies to the structures in which possessive or locative
relativized. For, when REL is being applied to such nouns, the
subject nouns in the RCs of (46) are genitivized yielding tne
unacceptable genitive constructions:
a. *sutereo-no John
stereo Gen
b. *imooto-no kare
sister Gen he
c. *tori-no yane
bi rd Gen roof
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*mat~rr:n~' ,_ -g~'g'a"tu 20""'''

···· .. J / ··-,...,. · ... . ·.. ·;-,,

' d.

.,,_. '"" .

fes ti va 1 Gen May
The RC constructions (45a-b}, in which the subject nouns are relativized,
are awkward. One might propose that the oddness is due to the ,artifice
of deriving the genitive constructions (47a-b} from the RC constructions
(45a-b) by transfonnations and further that the genitives like John - no
1 John 1 s' an~ kare-no 1 his 1 are generated by PS rules. such as NP~(Oet) N,
Det --) Dem (Poss), Poss ~ NP Gen (cf. (31 }). However, the 1exicalist
treatment of the genitives cannot account for the fact that the subject
nouns marked with .ll, may not be relativizable in possessive sentences as
i n (45a -b } :while possessive nouns marked with~ being deleted -by REL as
suggested by the well-formedness of (46a-b}. without recourse to some ki.nd
of constraint on REL or a deep structure constraint on possessive sentences
to block the derivation of (45a-b). Such a constraint is no more than ad hoc
because possessive sentences with classifiers or quantifying adverbs like
mo 1 even, no less than 1 and sika 1 only', when negated, allow the subject
nouns to be relativized, as Tii"1"'49};
·
·
(49) ; a.

b.

[NP( 5John ni (wa) iti-dai mo na-i) sutereo] ga
IO
one-class even not stereo Sub
Bill ni wa ni-dai
mo
ar-u.
IO
two-class no-less-than Exs-Pres
'Bill has two sets of stereos, while John does not have
even one . 1
[f,jp( 5kara ni (wa) hitori sika i-na-i) imootoJ ni
he IO
one . only Exs not sister IO
at-te i-na-i.
20-nen mo
year no-less-than meet not
1 He has not met his only younger sister for as long as
twenty years. I

The awkwardness in the RC constructions (45a-b) might be the case

.

§;,~~~~;£r,~~~~¥"~i.~~~-~
~------~•,,--,...,

\

,

:,,,

""

'"-

••

(50)

" '" "'

·

,.,.

~

4-

•

'

J.i•. -. •" • ·'•· "".... . .-.,.·•_, .

~

. .,,, -,- -.., ,, ..

£ ..... ,__.
,.

,..._:~ . .

~,-",-~-..,.,-_w_,l,

"!.•»•v.,>.·,
··,-,._., , ...~,-"-•·•~•
·•
·-

),f

..•.... ·;,:,,.~
; ··,,...,._
··· ..

.,

- ' " " " - n ~ ~ & '~

N'~

Indirect object NP+ Subject NP+ Exs - Tense
a. John ni sutereo ga ar-u.
1 John has a stereo. I
IO stereo Sub Exs-Pres
b. kare ni imooto ga i .. ru.
he
'He has a sister. 1
IO sister Sub Exs-Pres
c. dare ni kodomo ga ar-imasu ka .
Ques. 'Who has children?
who IO children Sub Exs
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(51) Subject NP+ Indirect object NP+ Exs - Tense
a. ?sutereo ga John ni ar-u.
stereo
IO Exs
'Jo~n has a stereo. 1
b. ?imooto ga kare ni i-ru.
1
sister
he IO Exs
He has a sister. 1
c. ;kodomo ga dare ni ar-imasu ka.
children who IO Exs
Ques. 'Who has ch11dren7 1
Possessive sentences, in which subject NPs take a position i11111ediately
preceding existentials as in {50), are much preferred to those in which
the order of possessive NPs and subject NPs are reversed.
Such a restriction on the surface order is not unique to possessive
sentences, but rather general in sentences with the pattern NP+IO - NP+Sub some Stative Verbs. Consider the examples (52-53) with adjectives. The
correct word order is NP+ IO - NP+Sub - Adjective, as shown in ( 52a) and ( 52c).
However, this view of the ordering restriction being applied to the two
NPs with different gra111Tiatical functions still fails to account for the
clumsiness or unacceptability of (53b) and (53d).
(52)

a.

John ni inu ga
IO dog Sub

b. 'ti nu ga Jar,:-:
dog Sub
c.

d.

(53)

a.

b.

c.

{kowa-1. )
osorosi-i.
fear'f,ul

( kowa-i. ~
osorosi-i.
IO
fearful

"1

Bil l ni yakyuu ga omosiro-i.
IO baseba 11 Sub interesting
?yakyuu
baseba 11

'John is fearfu l of dogs.'

ga Bi 11 ni omosiro-i.
Sub
IO interesting

1 ) John
.
( mu
ga [kowa-i
osorosi-iJ
dog Sub fearful
. Skowa-i 1 ) inu
n " 1 Losorosi-ij
dog
IO fearfur

'John is fearful of dogs.•
'Bill is interested in
baseball. 1
'Bi l l is interested
in
basebal 1. 1
'John, who is fearful of
· dogs'

?(J 0 h

(yakyuu ga omosiro-i) Bill
baseball Sub interesting
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IO interesting baseball

'the baseball Bill is
interested in 1

The more general restriction on the surface order, however, turns out to
provide an c'. exp1anation for the clomsiness in (52} and (53), as well as
(45a-b), H if applied to the order NP+IO - Adjective or Extstential.
Correspondingly, our analysis, di'spensing with the above otiose constraint
on REL or the deep structure, is compatible with a rather general restriction
on the surface ordering.
Let us consider (54). (54a) is ambiguous or indecisive whether it
hai a loca~ive or possessive meaning. The meaning is completely ·contingent
on whether ~the understood NP is a possessive NP or a locative ~P. A s1•11ar,
but different, instance is seen in (54b), \'there a property of :the verb~'give' uniquely determines what type of NP to be filled in the vacated position.
(54} '" a •. _

, b.

imooto ga i-ru.
sister Sub Exs-Pres
'There exists a sister.;.•
John wa ~ ningyoo o age-ta.
Top
doll Obj give-Past
'John gave a doll ••• '

The fact in {54a) suggests that the existential verb ar and i have a
primitive meaning 'to exist', which varies according to the type of the
preceding NP, i.e. the indirect object (or dative) NP, containing an an i mate
noun, or the locative NP. Thus the indirect object NP or locative NP is
absolutely·necessary in the underlying structure of (54a) to yield the
possessive or locative meanings. This is a strong argument for the transformati ona 1i st hypot;,~si s.
The possessive or locative meaning generated in this way is further
varied by the type of subject noun or semantic rel ations between the subject
noun and the possessive or locative noun. For instance, the subject noun
with a kinship term in (55a) designates a kinship relation and the subject
noun meanin.g a possessivizable object, a possession. An interesting case
•

.,

. '

~' ~,w,-#
;··

>

" •" " " '" " --~
- .:. ' " "" ' "";

'"

"""'"''" ··

. . ,, ......·--·-··that' ; s ;·-·John has· Mary
his wife, etc.).•
(55)

a.
b.

c.

•"'

- " ; "'·

~' ,.,.,. _,,,..
-;n
~
~·".•-•·-···.·
~··.4<,_
~,,--• •·
- .

--·• .

,.

"~ --

-,

.• ,, ,,

--

. .-

.~

(as··111·s·
· . partner, -hissecretari,
-

John ni imooto ga i-ru.
IO sister Sub Exs-Pres
John ni fiat ga ar-u.
10
Sub Exs-Pres
John ni Mary ga i-ru.
Sub Exs-Pres
IO
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The various situational meanings in (56c), as well as the possessive
relation, are expressible in the following genitive form (56a);
(56)

a.

b.
c.

[NP[NPJohn]-no Mary]
Gen
[NP( 5John ni i-ru ) Mary]
IQ Exs-Pres
[NP( 5John ni Mary ga i-ru) Mary]
IO
Sub Exs-Pres
'Mary, whom John has, or John's Mary'

What I point out here is that the very situational meanings expressible in
the sentence are directly carried into the corresponding genitive construction.
Suppose that it is true that as we have seen, the possessive (or locative)
meaning is defined on the basis of the functional structure of indirect
object or dative NP (or locative NP)+ subject NP+ Exs. Furthennore. if
the situational meaning were a further specification of such a possessive
or locative meaning, this is at least preferable in our analysis. It is
natural to assume that (56b) derives from (56c), the underlying structure,
by REL. It is not cleart however, what kind of rules are necessary to
derive {56a) from {56b). I tentatively take the analysis of (56a) being
. derived by reduction of the RC, in which the existential ar or i and
· the present tense form!.!! are deleted in the presence of the preceding
possessive or locative NP in the underlying RC. This reduction, e.g. (47)
with genitives from the R~ constructions (45), has been demonstrated
to be meaning-preserving. 1
6. Summary
We have so far made a transfonnational account of a limited set of
genitive constructions. The advantages of the treatment are that we can
naturally relate genttive constructions ana KC constructions and explain
some semantic deviation or ungrammaticality of some genitive constructions
on the basis of syntactic evidence. The analysis we have employed is
reminiscent of Bach 1 s proposal (1968) that the RCs with predicate nominals
be a basis of the introduction of simple nouns. What we have been proposing
· in this paper is that a limited set of complex nouns of the form. NP-no N,
. be derived from the RCs with predicate nominals and locative or possessive
nouns. This results in supporting his assumption.
There are seen several logical relations in copula sentences or some
meaning relations in existential sentences; meanings of no deduced from
NP-no N constructions are identical to the very 1ogicalrelations between
the~ubject noun and the predicate nominals in copula sentences or to
several possessive or locative re-lations in existential sentences . This
fact is naturally traceable in the transformationalist approach. However1
the lexicalist analysis has to assign the various meanings or logical
relations to the genitive particle no, possibly, by some semantic interpretation rules, though no is a mer~marker alluded to the above, and to
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determine under what conditions such meanings or logical relations are
selectively assigned to no would be a serious problem.
Needless to say. we have only scratched the surface of the Japanese
genitive formation. That is, an interplay of nominalization and genitivization would be an interesting topic. and there are some problems on the
genitives from copula and existential sentences yet to be unravelled, e.g.
an inalienable possession as in kare no kao [he Gen face] 1 his face', an
issue of whether only definite nouns are relativizable and the di/1niteness
should be represented by a feature or a syntactic category, etc.
0

The genitives with some logical re'lations are derived from the under~
lying fonns of RC with predicate nominals by the successive application
of REL, COP OEL. TNS DEL, and GEN. It was proved that the whole derivation
is meaning-preserving, and the two deletion rules are uniquely recoverable.
We showed that genitive formation from the underlying RCs with possessive
or locative nouns is plausible along the line we discussed in cases of
predicate ~ominals; the genitives with possessive or locative relations are
suggested -to be derived from the correspoding Res by a meaning-preserving
transformation, RC reduction. We also showed that the transformationalist
approach is much preferable to the lexicalist one in · this case too. In
sentences with the copula, only the subject is deleted by REL and there
is therefore no possibility that the subject be genitivized, but only
predicative nominals are genitivized. Such a constraint on copula sentences
in the underlying RCs proved to be a natural one.
Footnotes
*This is an extensively revised and expanded version of Miyara (1975).
I am especially grateful to Takatsugu Oyakawa for having read and commented

on a very early version of this paper. I would also like to express my
gratitude to Emmon Bach, Barbara Partee, and especially Lisa Selkirk for
many valuable corrrnents and many helpful stylistic suggestions. Naturally,
I am responsible for any errors in this paper.
l . Some abbreviations to appear in the text are illustrated as follows:

l,i i i --·~ -·

Top

Top~c marker

10- · ·

lndi rect Object ·· ·

Trm
Loe
Pres
Conj
Prdc

..

.

.

Com
-·,: : --··
r·....
·a;

Terminus
Locative
Present
Conjunction
Predicative particle

Comitative
""'~gu&s;~- - - :...,.,cc·,·nu · lf-····n ••· - - ,......, _

, c ; ~ ~..

Ins
Dir
Comp
Cop
Ques
Exs

Instrumental
Di rectiona 1
Complementizer
Copula
Question marker
Existential

2. Some genitive forms may consist of an adverb of time or place and
the genitive particle no. Examples are shown below.
(a) asoko-no

tot~te
kudasai.
there-Gen book Obj take-Gerundive Command
'Please take me a book over there.'
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{b)

kono atari-no ki wa
aki ni kooyoo
su-ru .
around here-Gen tree Top fa l l Loe autumn tints do-Pres
'The leaves of the trees around here turn r.ed and yellow in
fall,

(c)

I

kinoo-no
sigoto wa turakat-ta.
yesterday-Gen job Top rough-Past
'Yesterday's job was tough.'

3. To TJ\Y knowledge~ within the framework of transformational grammar (TG),
Okutsu (1964) first dealt with the Japanese nominalization of copula
sentences by virtue of a generalized transformation that was a generally
accepted concept in the very early stage of TG.

4.

The copula takes either fom, da or ar, in simplex sentences, althougn
dais more widely used than ar-:-- In the noun phrase complement sentences,
however, on ly the form ar is permitted. Therefore, as far as the base
form of copula is concerned, ar is preferable to da in that the former
is of a wider distribution, a~shown in the following:
[NP(SJohn ga gakusei de ar-u) koto] wa
Sub student
Cop Comp Top
'That John is a student is true.'
(b) *[NP( John ga gakusei da) koto ] wa
5
Sub student Cop Comp
Top

(a)

zizitu da.
fact Cop
zizitu da.
fact Cop

The same thing is true in the relative clause .
(c)

[NP( 5stnbunkisya \d\~;-u ~) John] wa nakanaka
reporter
Prdc Cop Pres
Top hard ly
yasumi ga mora-e -nai.
day-off Sub get-can-Neg.
'John, who is a newspaper reporter, can hardly get his day-off.'

Only the copula ar is possible i n such ·embedded clauses as toki 'when'clause, nara(ba)~'if' - clause, and many. others.
~Incidentally, the diachronic change of de- ar to dais a well-known
fact among traditional grammarians. Nothing-:rs-inentioned here about
another possible copula_!!!, cf. note 18.
5. The rule deleting the tense element will be discussed in detail later
in this section .
6.

Ga/0 Deletion, as stated in Kuna (1973:335). is 'a very general
transfonnation that deletes .9.! and .Q. when they are followed by some
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other particle. 1 We actually need a rule like De Deletion that is
responsible for the same filtering function as the above rule in order
to derive genitives . Let us observe the derivation of the genitive
construction (Sa), which is roughly represented in {a). A case marking
conversion imparts (b). By the successive application of REL, COP DEL,
TNS DEL, GEN, and the convention of S-pruning, we derive . (g). De Deletion
is motivated to delete the predicative particle de when the de is
followed by some other particle.

NP

{a)

s
NP

r

N

I

Pred

John

John

NP

COP

gakJsei

a~

(For the phrase structure rules, cf. (20))
REL

(b)

(c)
(d)

(e)
(f)
(g)

[NP[S[NPJohn ga [NPgakusei de] CcoPar J -ru] John]
Cop Pres
student Prdc
COP DEL?
[Np[sLNPgakusei de] [COPar] -ru] John]
student
COP Pres
TNS DEL
[NPCsC~pgakusei de] -ru] John]
student Prdc Pres
S-Pruning
[NP[S[~pgakusei de]] John)
student Prdc
GEN
[NP[NPgakusei de] John]
student Prdc
De-Deletion
[NP[NPgakusei de]
-no John]
student Prdc
Gen

7

~''"'§<--A
, rr.:·~~·_~i;ga~ut
et,' . ~~-,j·.:~·o,1m~P!'f":·. ,. . . .. . -----------·-·-;;:;,student
Gen
'John. whb is a student'
The two transfonnations, Ga/0 Deletion and De-Deletion. could be
collapsed into a rule called-Ga/0/0e Deletion. For ease of presentation,
I will not discuss De Oeletion'""and-S-Pruning any further in this paper.
7.

Some typical examples of appositive constructions are as follows:

(a) wareware nipponzin
we
Japanese
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(b) watasitati roodoosya
we
worker

'we workers'

The two fonns are paraphrasable by the relative clause constructions
(c) and (d).
(c)
(d)

(nipponzin de ar-u) wareware
Japanese Prdc Cop-Pres we
(roodoosya de ar-u) watasitati
worker
we

'we. who are Japanese•
'we, who are workers'

The genitive constructions being derived from (c) and (d) are as in
the fo 11 owing:
(e) nipponzin-no wareware
Japanese-Gen
we
(f) roodoosya-no watasitati
worker
we
Gen
If the ordering of the two composite nounes, i.e. A and B, of each
example is paid attention to, 1 co:.relations among the three distinct
fonns are illustrated below. The type (iii} below will be named
appositive constructions .
(g}

i) (Ade~-M_) B
1 i} A-no B
(genitive construction}
iii ) B (-no) A (appositive construction}

where (ii) derives from (i) by COP DEL, TNS DEL, and GEN and (iii)
could be related to (ii}.
Further examples of these kinds are as follows :
relative clause construction
genitive construction
de
(yotuasi
ar-u} inu
four-legged Prdc be-Pres dog
( i } (kyoosansyugisya de ar-u) John
corrmunist

( h)

yotuasi-na
· inu
four-legged Gen dog
kyoosansyugisya-no John

The corresponding appositive- constructions are seen below.
(j)

(inu-no yotuasi} to kitara, nigeasi ga hayai.
dog Gen four-legged as-for flight
qui ck
1
As for the dog 1 four-legged, it is quick at flight . 1
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(John-no kyoosansyugisay) to kitara, hon bakari yonde iru.
Gen communist
as-for book only read-ing
1
As for John. a communist, he is reading al 1 the while.'

The appos1tive constructions. Le. 8-no A, in (j-k.) can be substituted
by the ;genitive constructions (h-i ), i.e. A-!!£ B, without changing
the ori,ginal meanings of (k-1).
8.

For a ~etailed discussion of deep structure constraint. see Perlmutter
(1971).,
f

9.

This constraint is indispensable for deriving the correct form (a) and
exclusing the incorrect form (b) from negative copula sentences embedded
as relative clauses.
(gakusei de na-i) John
student
Neg-Pres
'John. who is not a student!
(b) *(John ga na-i) gakusei
Sub Neg-Pres student
'?a student who John is not•

(a,)

Basically, GEN applies to the NP-NP constructions and the intervention
of the negative na and the tense form i between the predicate NP
9akusei de and the head noun John in (a) precludes the application of GEN.
As the English tr~nslations of (b) and (17-18} show, this constraint
seems to be applicable in English. For more· odd or marginal . characters
of the .English predicate nominal, cf. Bach (1968:103-104).
10. Th~ ~article~ immediately following predicate nominals is different
from so-called case-marking particles in that it has a morphological
property like the topic marker !ti!_, since both are capable of constituting
compound forms with case-marking particles. such as kara-wa or kara-de,
and ni-wa or ni-de.

-- -, •••,,,,,,,,,,
,,,
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,,_,,~·
, ,,.,.
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,,.,,
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• •H• H • •• .VH•• • - '• H

Jira Sre Top present
received
'As for Jira, I received a present from.him.'
(b) eiga wa rokuzi
kara.~de aru.
movie Top 6 o'clock
Src-Prdc is
'¥he movie is, or begins, ~t 6 o'clock.
(c) Tokyo-ni-wa hune de itta.
Dir Top ship Ins
went
1
As for Tokyo, I went there by ship. 1
1
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(d)

kare wa asu
London-ni -de
aru.
he Top tomorrow London Dir Prdc is
1
He is, or leaves. for London tomorrow.'

As shown in the above examples. it constitutes a distributional
class different from case-marking particles. The same thing is true
in cleft sentences:
kono hon o kaita
no wa
Taroo (ga) de aru.
this book Obj wrote one Top Taro Sub Prdc is
'It is Taro who wrote the book.'
(f) Taroo ga kaita no wa keno hon (o) de aru.
Taro Sub wrote one Top this book Obj Prdc is
1
It is this book that Taro wrote.'

(e)

This fact suggests that (19a) effected by Scrambling be (g), i.e. (19c),
rather than (h).
(g) *honyuurui kuzira

de ar-u (:19c).
ma1Tma1
whale ~ub Prdc Cop-Pres
(h) *honyuurui de kuzira ga ar~u.
mammal Prdc shale Sub Cop-Pres
ga

For a detailed discussion of this matter, see Miyara (1976).
11.

This is an over-simplified statement, because some auxiliary elements
can follow the V, as shown in (20).

12.

The main difference between the English and the Japanese tense adjustment
in the embedded clause is that it may be mostly obligatory in English,
but it is optional in Japanese.

13.

There is no doubt that Inoue is aware of this structural complexity
attributed to the RC of the form (25). However, it is assumed in Inoue (1976)
that a cyclic application of REL imparts a correct surface form.

14. This does not lead to the conclusion that there is no co-ordinate structure

embedded as a RC. A discussion of co-ordinate structure embedded as
RC will be seen later in this section.

15. Genitives derived from possessive nomi nals are discussed in section 4.
16.

Out of the four homophonous de in Japanese, the three forms function as
the delimitative de, as in hitori de 'alone'; the locative de, as in
soko de 'there•; and· the Instrumental de, as in n}hon en de'by the
Japanese yen ' .
~
'
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(a) Hanako wa hitori de N.Y. e it-te, soko de nihon en de
Top alone
Dir go-and there Japanese yen Ins
kaimono
o si-ta.
shopping Obj do-Past
'Hanako went to N.Y. alone and shopped there by the Japanese yen.

1

The above three homonyms never appear in copula sentences and de in ,
(35e) must therefore be a predicative particle de.
.
17. The case-marking particle de is different from the de which immediately
follows i predicate nominals~. The example (36e) clearly shows that the
two particles form a different distributional class.
18. The sentences consisting of 'nominal adjectives' (Kuno 1973) and the
subject: NPs are semantically adjective sentences and structurally like
copula ~entences, since the nominal adjectives are followed by the
predicative particle de and the copula ar in the same way as are predicate
nominals:
(a) Bill wa nonki
de aru.
Top carefree Prdc is
1
Bill is carefree.'
and the form na is invariably followed by nominal adjectives, as in
(b), and associated with the present tense.
(b)

[NPnonki] -na Bill
carefree-Gen
(c) (nonki dat-ta) Bill
carefree Cop-Past

'Bill, who is carefree'
'Bill, who was carefree 1 .

For these reasons, one might treat nonki 1 carefree(ness) 1 in (b) as_
a kind of predicate nominal, which designates a logical relation, ·
~ - - - - ~· w.., ·<..-.'-'.'
-·,·- -,A ,
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'carefree' in (b) the deep structure constraint (18') plays a signftc'ant
role and the sequ~nce REL, COP DEL, TNS DEL, and GEN take pl ace.
The above analysis, however, runs into serious diffk°ulties when
we consider cases in which na appears in koto-complements.
In the
complement of (d), the predicate nominal ~zitu 1 hol idpy 1 occurs,
whereas nominal adjective kandai 'generous and heta 'poor at' appear
~~
·
in those of (e) and (f), respectively.
(d) [NP( 5asita ga kyuuzitu l~~oar-uJ )koto] wa utagai nasi.
tomorrow Sub holiday
is
Comp Top no-doubt
'There is no doubt that tomorror' is a holiday.'
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l ~:

(e) [NP (5 sono syoti
ga kandai
ar-uJ ) koto J ga
the treatment Sub generous is
Comp Sub
John o ansin-sase-ta.
Obj relieve-Caase-Past
'That the treatment is generous ~akes John feel relieved. 1
(f) [NP(Swatasi ga eigo ga
heta
ar-uj ) b;.oto] wa
I
Sub English Obj poor-at
is
Comp Top
daredemo wakaru.
everyone know
'Everyone knows that I am poor at English.'

f~!

The fact that koto-cCRTiplements take only a tensed-S leads to the
analysis of na as a tensed variant of the copula. This is evident frooi
the non-occurrence of the genitive particle !le. in the complement of (d).
That is, it is natural that GEN, which is to apply to the NP-N constructions.
does not relate the noun kyuuzitu with the complementizer koto and. in
this respect, the complementizer differs from the nouns. The analysis
of I!.! an another genitive particle predicts wrongly that the na
should not appear in the complement of (e) or (f) in the same way as
the no does not occur in the complement of (d). Consequently,
nonkZ:-na Bill is not of a structure (b), (tenseless) genitive construction,
but of such a structure as relative clause construction (g):
[NP[NPnonki] -na Bill]
carefree Gen
(g) [NP( 5nonki-ha) Bill]
1:arefree-Cop

(b)

It is interesting to note that some speakers are indecisive which
form· namely, the variant of copula na or the genitive particle
no-nominal
adjectives like .!!~Ooten •exaltation' and zettaizetunei
1
desperation' should take in h) and (i). On the other hand, some
speakers prefer !1.Q. to.!@_. The above general account of nominal adjectives and na cannot resist some native speakers' judgement on the possibility
of no in (Tif and {i):
(h)

utyooten [~~}
Bill
ecstacy
'Bill in ecstacy'

(i)

zettaizetumei
Bill
deperation
1
Bill in desperation'

l~~1

A natural account of (h) would be that .utyooten-no is a genitive form
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and utyooten-na forms a RC, as in (j) and (k):
('j)

(k)

[NP [NP utyooten] -no Bi 11 J
ecstacy Gen
[NP[ 5utyooten na]
Bil.I]
ecstacy Cop

The same
thing is true f.or (i).
,.
'

19. As a relevant rule, there is Harada 1 s 'Ga-No' conversion {1971), which
applies only to the subject nouns in sentences embedded as relative
clauses or complement sentences. By the application of this rule,
( 46a-d) turn out to be the fol lowing:
•
(sutereo-no ar-u) John
stereo
Exs-Pres
(b) ( i mooto-no i-ru)
kare
sister Exs-eres he
yane
(c) (tori-no i-ru)
bird Exs-Pres roof
(d) (maturi-no ar-u) gogatu
festival Exs-Pres May

(a)

'John, who has a stereo 1
1

He_i who has a sister'

'the roof which the bird is on•
'the month of May in which there
is a festival•

As will be discussed in the text, GEN never applies to such structures
as possessive or locative nouns have been deleted by REL, though
Ga-No Conversion takes place only in the structure of (46a-d). Another
difference between this rule and GEN is that while it is an optional
rule, GEN is obligatory.
20. This cou1d be an example of appositive clause construction (cf. (k)
in note 7). For a discussion of this construction. see note 7•
.. . . ·' - relation like an existe;tial re'l atfon, the functional relation for
. . .....each ..
predicate is further specified by the grarrmatical meaning (.e.g locative
and possessive) of the accompanying NPs, the lexical meaning (.e.g kinship,
time, place, etc.) of each noun is still further imposed on the accumulated
meaning, and such interpretations as kinship.re l ation as a possessive
meaning, temporal location, and spatial location are respectively given.

. .

If true, this speculation differs from the previous account of
the existential verb with a lexical meaning. That is, the verb no
1onger has the lexical meaning 'to exist', but has a defined functional
relation, and therefore it can be treated like the copula; the possessive
and locative relations are strictly d~pendent on the two NPs in the
existential sentence. the existentials function as carriers of tense,
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and insertion or deletion of them is meaning-preserving. This L:rings a
significant consequence that the same transformationa1 account of
genitives vlith possessive or locative relation as was seen in the
formation of genitives from predicate nominals becomes possible.
22.

The sentences (a) and (c) are semantically deviant, since the subject
nouns hito person' and doobutu ianimals' allow only the generic
interpretation. Definitization of the subject in (a) and (c) bf a.ddiog
the determiner sono yields semantically well-formed versions (b) and
(d), respective~
1

{a) *hito wa tetugakusya
de ar-u.
person Top philosopher Prdc Cop-Pres
1
(Any) person is a philosopher. 1
(b) sono hito wa tetugakusya
de ar-u.
the person
philosopher Prdc Cop-Pres
'That person is a philosopher.•
(c) *doobutu wa honyuurui de ar-u.
animal Top mammal
Prdc Cop-Pres
'Animals are ma0111als.'
(d) sono doobutu wa
honyuurui de ar-u.
the animal Top mammal
Prdc Cop-Pres
I
'The animal is a ma0111al.
In connection with the definitization process. one of the problems
that I refrained from discussing is an issue of whether or not the
noun phrase {in the RC) identical to the head noun shoul d be a definite
one as in (e).
.
(e)
(f)

(sona doobutu ga honyuurui de ar-u) doobutu
the animal Sub manrnal
Prdc Cop-Pres animal
(doobutu ga honyuurui de ar-u) doobutu
Prdc Cop~Pres animal
animal Sub mammal

The genitive construction (g) should be derived from either (e) or (f).
(g) honyuurui -no doobutu
-Gen ·anima 1
marrrna 1
'Ani ma 1s which are marrma 1s 1
If the correct underlying structure of (9) is (f), we are to select
(j), and(~) is involved in reordering of
RC and the demonstrative (cf. (30-31)); otherwi se, we might take (h).
(i) as an underlying form of
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the anima1 Sub ma[l1Tla1 Prdc Cop-Pres the animal
(i) sono [ 5doobutu ga honyuurui de ar-u] doobutu {cf. (40))
the animal Sub mammal Prdc Cop-Pres animal
(j) honyuurui~no sono doobutu
mammal -Gen the animal
'That animal which is a mamma1 1
The case of non-generic subject in the underlying RC would be a
different matter. Any further discussion awaits a further investigation.
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